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ABSTRACT
Multi-Scale computing systems aim at bringing the computing as
close as possible to the data sources, to optimize both computa-
tion and networking. These systems are composed of at least three
computing layers: the terminal layer, the edge layer, and the cloud
layer. Enhancing the sustainability of the whole system requires
a transversal approach to solving challenges such as energy effi-
ciency or resource consumption. The offload of computing tasks
between the data center, edge, and terminal, taking into account all
parameters, is then the kingpin to enhance sustainability, through
transversal concerns among the different scales, including parame-
ters related to the three sustainability pillars: environment, society,
and economy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Information technology (IT) has emerged as a pillar for the digital
economy, enabling national security and international competitive-
ness. At its core is cloud computing, which centralizes global IT ser-
vices with ubiquitous protected access at a minimal cost. Cloud com-
puting is an enabler for sustainable technologies in all sectors of the
digital economy. However, the growth of IT services requires sus-
tainable IT building blocks. The infrastructure underlying the cloud
is the data center, a collection of low-cost volume servers hosting
data with commodity hardware and software. However, traditional
data centers did not include sustainability in IT as a core require-
ment. Moreover, artificial intelligence (AI) and Internet of Things
(IoT) exacerbate the growth rate and energy consumption of IT.

IT has the potential to evolve from being part of the problem
to becoming an enabler of improved sustainability in all areas of
the digital economy. Pop et al. [16] emphasize how key digital
technologies represented by edge computing, artificial intelligence,
architectures, design processes, methods and tools, connectivity,
and smart components and systems can help to achieve greenhouse
gases (GHG) reduction. The authors give various examples in dif-
ferent domains from energy generation, delivery and consumption
to sustainable transportation and agriculture, as well as in circu-
lar economy. However, future post-Moore platforms require to be
developed holistically with sustainability as a core expectation.
Therefore, new co-design approaches covering multiple abstraction
levels—algorithms, software, and hardware—and going beyond the
clustering of commodity components—as it is done in current cloud
servers—are essential to improve data center density while keeping
energy use constant. One key trend to improving sustainability

Figure 1: Transversal concerns between the three sustainabil-
ity pillars and multi-scale computing systems.

is the design of multi-scale computing systems (MSCS) that are
distributed and can dynamically adapt to process data closer to
where IoT sensors acquire them. This new architecture will need
to combine the latest edge infrastructure concepts to complement
today’s cloud computing to drive sustainability in IT services.

MSCS aim to optimize the overall sustainability by moving the
computing barycenter to the network edge to reduce the resources
required for computation, to reduce the network burden, and the
amount of centrally stored data by computing closer to data sources.
Three layers are considered in MSCS: data acquisition and termi-
nal computing, edge (or boundary) computing, and cloud comput-
ing [5]. As computation takes place the closest possible to data
sources, possibly in devices with limited power capabilities, of-
floading, orchestration, and forecasting are key to optimizing the
workflow between terminals, edge computing devices, and/or cloud
data centers. A holistic view that considers all parameters, from
power efficiency to computation power and availability, storage
capacities, and possibly security and privacy of data, is needed to
achieve global sustainability. Fig. 1 shows how the MSCS layers
interact with the three pillars of sustainability [17], i.e. social, envi-
ronmental and economic sustainability, balancing advantages and
drawbacks, and their importance.

However, MSCS present their own challenges. For example, there
is a potential for higher energy consumption due to the need for
strict security measures (e.g. encryption of data) and an increased
consumption of raw materials with the increasing number of de-
vices. In fact, the entire life cycle ofMSCS components has an impact
on GHG emissions and all steps need to be taken into account.

In this paper, we present an overview of the challenges in the
different MSCS layers and identify promising avenues to overcome
them and ensure that IT becomes a net contributor to sustainability
in the digital economy.

2 CHALLENGES AT THE TERMINAL
In IoT, the terminal layer is composed of sensors, potentially
grouped in networks. The number of sensor devices is in constant
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augmentation, with some analyses forecasting a trillion sensors
by 2035 [3]. Those sensors often digitize analog data and perform
some form of in-device processing such as denoising, filtering, and
event detection, before sending the resulting information to the
cloud for further processing or storage. Finding the right trade-off
between in-device processing, device-to-device communication,
and communication with the cloud enables a reduction of network
traffic while extending the device battery lifetime. Furthermore,
future research will have to address the division between on-device
and cloud computing to avoid spikes in energy consumption in data
centers when there is insufficient renewable energy available, to
avoid net GHG emissions. Security and privacy in sensor networks
constitute another key challenge, as both short- and long-range
communications have to be secured against a wide range of possible
attacks.

Energy harvesting in IoT nodes can also play a relevant role
in reducing GHG emissions, as well as the use of new nanoma-
terials such as metal nitrides and carbides (MXenes), borophene,
and advanced 2D materials [6]. However, the carbon footprint of
sensor networks due to the heterogeneity of materials requires
careful evaluation. Pirson and Bol [15] propose a methodology to
decompose into functional blocks—actuator, casing, connectivity,
memory, electromechanical components, power supply, processing,
security, transport, UI—the evaluation of the carbon footprint of
different types of IoT devices. Similar methodologies could also be
useful for the other MSCS layers.

3 CHALLENGES AT THE EDGE
In MSCS, layer interactions play an important role since commu-
nication is a potential bottleneck. At the extreme, sensors in large
physics and astrophysics experiments, such as the LHC high lumi-
nosity project at CERN1 or the Square Kilometer Array2 produce
hundreds of petabytes per year. The orchestration of all elements
that make up the system is the kingpin for achieving sustainabil-
ity. Forecasting future demands based on past ones enables a task
scheduling that considers the task placement and partitioning (i.e.,
computing at the sensor, edge, or cloud), and the availability of
energy and compute resources at each level.

Strategies to distribute tasks between different layers are an
active field of research [11] that must include considerations of
environmental and power to achieve sustainability. However, these
strategies need access to all the parameters involved. Therefore,
FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Inter-operable and Reusable) princi-
ples [22] have to be followed to ensure that relevant data is accessi-
ble in real time, especially with regard to energy consumption and
GHG emissions, not only for data centers and network infrastruc-
ture suppliers, but also for device-based manufacturing.

Security and privacy are often linked, and the developed mea-
sures come with energy costs. Active research—for instance, in
medical applications [8]—is being done on securing edge computing
devices that can be vulnerable to attacks, including authentication
and authorization attacks, and malware injection both on the de-
vice and cloud sides [23]. Therefore, it is crucial to consider these
aspects from the beginning to achieve full sustainability.

1https://home.cern/science/accelerators/high-luminosity-lhc
2https://www.skao.int

4 CHALLENGES IN THE CLOUD
In MSCS, the upper layer of computation resides in the cloud. Un-
fortunately, the cloud data centers (DCs) are built using commodity
servers as basic components. Without the exponential growth in
server density enabled by Moore’s law and Dennard’s scaling dur-
ing previous decades, the path of least resistance to increase DC
capacity is growth in size and numbers. Since commodity servers
were never built with sustainability as a design goal, DCs (and thus
cloud computing) risk becoming even less sustainable.

To improve its energy efficiency, the next generation DC infras-
tructure requires innovation in integrated and co-designed tech-
nologies for electricity generation, storage, and management in
order to maximize the use of renewable energies as a terminal in
the electricity grid. It also requires cooling infrastructure with co-
designed technologies that both maximize cooling efficiency and
enhance synergy between infrastructure cooling requirements and
IT load management, while ensuring that these technologies are
best integrated to efficiently recycle heat.

The efficiency of a DC is commonly measured through its power
usage efficiency (PUE), i.e., the ratio between the overall energy
consumed by the complete DC versus the energy consumed by the
IT equipment itself. PUE is nowadays complemented by carbon
usage effectiveness (CUE) [2], which is obtained bymultiplying PUE
by carbon emission factor (CEF), which depends on the location
of DC in the world and can have a variability of a factor of 10.3
Offloading computation to a DC located in a low CEF country
helps to improve sustainability. Dedicated tools [20] could help in
this evaluation, but require sufficient information on the physical
location on which the computation is performed.

The design and location of the DCs are crucial, not only for
CEF and PUE: multiple parameters to evaluate the sustainability of
buildings must be taken into account [4]. Overall indicators include
among others: energy and water usage, indoor environment quality
(IEQ), materials, waste and pollution management. Proposals of
green labels such as the SDEA label developed by the Swiss Data-
center Efficiency Association are also part of a holistic approach to
sustainability in DC.

DC energy consumption is affected, in addition to how energy
was produced, by multiple factors such as the intrinsic IT power
consumption of the equipment—doing more with less energy—and
the cooling efficiency—for example, water has a heat conductivity
that is 4000 times that of air, which enhances heat exchange. Re-
search on IT equipment power consumption is a well established
research line, with several labels such as the US Energy Star pro-
gram4 or the European energy label5 introduced long ago. These
efforts, together with the rise of battery-powered mobile computing
and efforts to prevent dark silicon [9], have favored intense progress
on the topic of IT equipment energy consumption. The introduction
of dedicated architectures to perform specific computation tasks,
from ASICs to GPUs and FPGAs, can have a significant impact on
overall efficiency. This potential has been particularly well studied
for deep learning applications [7, 18].

3https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/carbon-intensity-electricity
4USA Energy Start program
5European Commission energy label
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Cooling is energy-consuming in itself and therefore affects DC’s
PUE. Historically, the cooling vector was air, using large AC in
data centers. To provide more efficient heat exchange, rear-door
passive liquid/air exchangers were introduced, which are nowadays
a mature technology. Nevertheless, there are still ample opportuni-
ties for research on cooling efficiency. Two proposals under research
are microcooling, which takes place at server hot spots and starts to
be developed by different companies—one of them, Corintis,6 which
is an Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) startup—
and full immersion cooling, which implies the use of some dielectric
liquids [14].

One way of reducing PUE is to reuse waste heat to warm build-
ings during cold times, or, less seasonally, to produce domestic hot
water. Waste heat can also be used in absorption refrigeration to
cool buildings or in energy-intensive industries that require heat
in their processes [19, 21]. Furthermore, waste heat can also be
used to produce electricity through thermodynamic cycles such
as organic Rankine cycle (ORC)—although these options are often
limited to low yields due to the low waste heat quality—i.e., its low
temperature—and high investment costs [12]. Heat pumps are often
an efficient way to recycle waste energy that can be coupled with
solar panels and some form of heat storage. Finally, waste heat can
also be used during preheating phases, such as in power plants.
With the increasing cost of energy, the reuse of waste heat is an
avenue for new innovative research.

Sustainability in DCs also requires work on standardization. For
example, defining open standards for network transceivers, both
optical and direct-attached copper cables, which currently require
specific devices for each supplier brand. This standardization would
improve compatibility between equipment from different vendors
and prevent waste in incompatible cables and transceivers. More
generally, a systematic approach to the lifespan of IT equipment has
to be considered in order to make a trade-off between the possible
performance gains of renewing equipment versus the initial GHG
production cost. Different estimations place these costs between
15 % to 40 % for servers, and up to 80 % in the case of user devices,
of the GHG emitted during the entire life cycle of the equipment.
A simple workaround is to systematically extend the life span of
equipment. Working on GHG amortization schemes is also a hot
research topic.

Resource optimization is also key for sustainability, and con-
stitutes a challenging research avenue. Load balancing leverages
resource availability to increase occupation and diminish the final
exploitation cost, while enabling a reduction in both energy con-
sumption and GHG emissions [1, 13]. Load balancing algorithms
are hot research topics, where exact strategies are often NP-hard
and require heuristics to solve them; multiple parameters such as
server load, network traffic, migration overhead, and reliability
have to be taken into account in the decision-making process.

Computation optimization is another pathway to sustainability,
as choosing the right languages and libraries, and optimizing the
code for energy efficiency often leads to significant gains. Another
important factor is the development of efficient libraries to execute
specific kernels on dedicated GPUs or FPGAs in a more efficient
way than on general-purpose CPUs. The development of tools to

6https://www.corintis.com/

evaluate computing GHG emissions and their accuracy is also an
important requirement [10].

5 THE CASE FOR NEW RESEARCH
FACILITIES IN MSCS

Inter-disciplinary approaches are essential to convert IT into a net
contributor of sustainability in the digital economy. EPFL’s Eco-
Cloud7 is an inter-disciplinary research center created in 2011 with
the goal of sponsoring research on IT sustainability in Switzerland
and pioneering an industrial/academic alliance. EcoCloud brings
together 29 EPFL laboratories and 12 industrial affiliates to develop
new sustainable smart cloud infrastructures through resilient, ef-
ficient, secure, and trustworthy data platforms and technologies.
The researchers affiliated with EcoCloud cover topics from algo-
rithms and information theory down to infrastructure for cooling
and electricity distribution, generation, storage and recovery.

Following the importance of counting with advanced facilities
for research on IT and DC sustainability, EcoCloud has started
a project to build an experimental facility at the new EPFL DC
(“CCT-DC2020”), which will provide the required infrastructure
to undertake these multidisciplinary projects. EPFL’s new DC has
been designed following the most advanced considerations in en-
ergy efficiency. Servers are cooled using water running through
exchangers located in rack rear doors using passive air flow pro-
duced by server and switch fans—additional optional external door
fans are always possible when equipment fans are not sufficiently
scaled in high density setups. The heat extracted by this water is
recovered in ammonia-based heat exchangers and injected into
the heating circuit of the campus. In fact, the DC and the heating
central of the campus are built one on top of the other in the same
building for efficient heat recovery. The whole building is covered
with photovoltaic panels (PVs) that generate renewable energy for
the building and DC operation. More importantly, the DC counts
with a large surface devoted entirely to experimentation. That area
counts with the same infrastructure as the main DC room, including
liquid cooling with heat recovery and access to a part of the PVs to
simulate real-world working conditions with access to renewable
energy production.

This type of new research facilities integrated directly in
production-level DCs will be indispensable to support experiments
that integrate energy generation through PVs and storage in a
dedicated Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), cloud-level server
infrastructure, liquid-cooling, network topologies, algorithmic-level
energy optimization, etc.

These new generation of experimental facilities will enhance
experimentation in setups similar to those of real-life DCs. Multi-
disciplinary experiments are foreseen, with a large spectrum, in-
cluding without being exhaustive: novel microfluidic cooling mech-
anisms able to efficiently extract heat at several kilowatts per square
centimeters magnitude, disaggregated memory architectures with
challenges related to microsecond Input/Output (I/O) communi-
cation, decentralized machine learning systems computation and
communication cost reduction requiring decentralized large-scale
network simulations with thousands of nodes, power/performance
characteristics exploration of methods for automatic bug-finding

7https://ecocloud.epfl.ch
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on different Central Processing Unit (CPU) and accelerator architec-
tures, DC power supply architectures with direct power injection
from multiple sources—PVs, energy recovery systems and UPS
among others—, urban districts heating systems integrating DCs
high-temperature microfluidic cooling heat waste reuse.

6 CONCLUSION
IT has the potential to enable sustainability in multiple areas of the
digital economy. However, to become part of the solution, rather
than part of the problem, new algorithm/software/hardware co-
design approaches far beyond the clustering of commodity compo-
nents in current cloud servers are required to improve data center
densitywhile keeping energy use constant in the absence ofMoore’s
law and Dennard’s scaling.

In this paper, we have revised the challenges that sustainable
multi-scale computing requires at the different layers. We have
also analyzed the implied optimization of transversal topics where
offloading and task scheduling, effective resource usage, power con-
sumption efficiency, and waste heat recovery are key challenges.
Moreover, we have highlighted that inter-disciplinary approaches
are essential to solving these problems. These new interdisciplinary
approaches need to be able to cover research projects that span from
algorithms and information theory down to infrastructure or cool-
ing, electricity distribution, generation, usage, and recovery. There-
fore, new interdisciplinary research centers and validation infras-
tructures, such as EcoCloud’s new experimental facility—integrated
inside new EPFL data center and central heating production centre—
are necessary for the validation of sustainable multi-scale IT sys-
tems.
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